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The Appearance of the First Rainbow

I wrote “Rainbows & Other
Catastrophes!” in order to show
there isn’t any convincing
evidence for Noah’s worldwide
flood. This is despite what some
well intended, educated and very
religious people allege. Their socalled flood geology isn’t sound
science. I claim their need to
believe over powers their
objectivity. I hope you enjoy
reading this essay!

1

The story of Noah’s flood in the book of Genesis indicates at the
end of the disaster God caused a rainbow to appear in a cloud. It
is presented as a clear sign of his promise that there will never be
another devastating “worldwide” [1] flood. Whenever people
saw a rainbow it would remind Yahweh [2] (as if God needs to
be reminded) of his promise/covenant with all creatures (Gen.
9:12 - 17). There are lines that clearly indicate that God created
the rainbow even as Noah and his sons watched on. Here is the
punch line: “I set My rainbow in the cloud, and it shall be for the
sign of the covenant between Me and the earth.” (Gen. 9:8, 13).
It depicts a dramatic scene as one imagines the people looking up
and seeing a miracle, a bow of many colors in the sky. After its
appearance Noah’s God specifically says of subsequent ones: “It
shall be when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the rainbow
shall be seen in the cloud.” (Gen. 9:14). Clearly Yahweh’s
rainbow would repeatedly appear. Rainbows are presented as a
special phenomenon, a new creation of great importance. [3] The
implication is no one had seen one before.
Of course this doesn’t make much sense to many modern minds.
Yet pre-scientific people developed many nonsensical and
mythical ideas about how natural phenomena work or came into
existence. For centuries European peoples thought the Earth was
at the center of the universe, the crown of the creation. This was
even the sanctioned view of the Roman Catholic Church. A
Scandinavian name for the Northern Lights or Aurora Borealis

The term “worldwide” isn’t specifically used but this the clear implication of the story. [Return to 1]

“Yahweh” is an accepted English vocalization of the Hebrew God’s divine name, YHWH, referred to as “the
Tetragrammaton.” Early biblical Hebrew writing didn’t include or use vowels and the name became considered
too sacred to utter. It is unlikely that no one knows the correct vocalization; although it is said that some high
ranking Rabbis know it. It is supposedly a well guarded secret. Even when vowels were later added they had some
very complex and different usages than those in the English and most other languages. Therefore the inclusion
didn’t really clarify the issue. A minority prefer the “Jehovah” vocalization. It was firstly used by later Christian
Europeans but most scholars think it is incorrect. [Return to 2]
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The term “first” isn’t specifically used but Yahweh refers to it as “My rainbow” (Gen. 9: 13). The clear
implication is this is a new phenomenon to accompany his new covenant with all creatures. To suggest otherwise
is to foolishly ignore the context of the story. [Return to 3]
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translates as “herring flash.” Some people apparently believed these colorful lights were reflections of
light from large schools of herring onto the sky. There is a Finnish name for them that translates as “fire
fox.” The legend claimed foxes made of fire existed in the northern region known as Lapland and their
tails shot sparks up into the sky. The Algonquin Indians believed it was their ancestors dancing around
ceremonial fires. The Cree people, also native to North America, thought the lights were the dance of the
spirits. [4] There is also a myriad of myths about the appearance of rainbows from many different
peoples and cultures. The idea that Yahweh created rainbows in a post-flood act probably seemed likely
to the early pre-scientific Israelites. After all they didn’t understand how these bows formed and they
must have been created at some point. To them the aftermath of Noah’s flood practically represents a recreation of life. Almost all of it had been deliberately destroyed by
the very God who had created it. For Yahweh to call the “first”
rainbow “My rainbow” makes perfect sense in context to his
salvation of Noah, his family and the animals of the ark. After all
the new sign is depicted as being a memorial to God as much as it
is to people. Its glow signified life once again flourishing and it
sealed Yahweh’s promise that all creatures will never again suffer
the same fate.
The story also illustrates a facet of the Israelite God that people
often miss. Yahweh caused his worldwide flood but it was a one
time event. His creation of rainbows in its wake is very different.
Here he is shown to be an active continual cause in that he brings
clouds over the earth wherein “his” rainbows appear. This is
similar to the chief Greek God “Zeus.” He was the god of the sky
Rainbows are never “in” clouds.
and actively hurled thunderbolts or lightning from his perch. Both
deities are seen as being the hidden agents of naturally occurring phenomena. Of course true believers of
the Bible consider the Zeus story a myth but Yahweh’s is considered a perfect historic account of
supreme importance.
The origin of rainbows is a great part of the flood story but scientists were the ones who spoiled the
show. They found rainbows can only be seen within an arrangement of specific conditions. It depends
on how an observer’s eyes are positioned in relation to the rainbow’s refracted or bent light and the Sun.
The elevation of the Sun must be less than 42º to the horizon and it must be behind the observer thus
casting her/his shadow forwards. When things line up, the rainbow is perceived as being centered on the
head of the observer’s shadow. This is to say it is at an advanced distance in front of her/him. More
precisely the rainbow (which is semi-circular) is at a radius of 40 – 42º around the antisolar point. This
is the point which is on the opposite side or 180º from our view of the Sun’s position. Sometimes a
thicker and secondary rainbow can be seen outside of the primary one. Its preferred radius is said to be
50 – 53º but the sequence of colors is reversed. [5]
It is also possible for nearby observers to differ in what they see. If a person is much taller than another
or is at a higher elevation then their crucial points of sight differ. One person might see one but another
may not. This means seeing rainbows is not a divine miracle that only occurs when Yahweh “brings a
cloud over the earth.” It also doesn’t mean: “that the rainbow will be seen in the cloud” (Gen. 9:14).
The appearance of clouds does not have anything to do with the necessary conditions for people to see
rainbows! Yahweh said of the first rainbow that, “I set My rainbow in the cloud, and it shall be the sign
“Aurora (Astronomy),” From Wikipedia the free encyclopedia,
http://www.wikinfo.org/index.php/Aurora_Borealis [Return to 4]
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow & http://www.meteoros.de/rainbow/rainbowe.htm [Return to 5]

of my covenant with Me and the earth (Gen. 9:13). The damaging point is people don’t see rainbows
directly “in” clouds. People sometimes see rainbows with clouds in the background and can mistakenly
perceive they are “in” them; it is an illusion of depth perception. The clouds we see in the sky are too
dense to allow enough light to penetrate and most of it is reflected and this is why clouds appear to be
white. In any case rainbows are only seen on sunny days in water vapor or mist droplets that are much
more diffuse and hardly visible to human sight. If any part of the mist “clouds” or “whitens” so you can
see it, you will not see any part of a rainbow within it. Adequate sunlight is also required; on very
cloudy or overcast days rainbows aren’t seen since much of the sunlight is blocked. Rainbows can also
appear on even completely cloudless days. They can be seen in the mist created by water falls, a garden
hose or lawn sprinkler. They can even be seen in the steam generated by geysers and human-made
machines and in the spray created by lake or ocean waves i.e. spray bows. The conclusion is rainbows
are completely disconnected from the clouds that float in the sky and over the earth! Yahweh’s
description is simply wrong. Rainbows depend on the laws of nature and do not have anything to do
with any deity’s miracles.

Implications of Rainbow Miracles
Even though my initial treatment of the biblical story of rainbows is conclusive (Yahweh’s description
of rainbows is wrong) there will are some who will push other lines of logic. Okay, I will meet their
efforts and inspect their evidence while making an even better case. Firstly we should deal with the date
of Noah’s flood, since it isn’t specifically given in the Bible. In the 17 th century Irish Anglican
Archbishop James Ussher worked off of genealogies in Genesis (Gen. 5 & 7:6) and calculated that
Noah’s flood occurred in the year 2348 B.C. [6] Others also
came up with figures and were in the same ball park. Taken at
face value, it means the flood allegedly occurred some 4,360
years ago. (I rounded it out to the nearest decade using the year
of this writing, 2009 A.D.). In this article I’ll use this
approximate figure as the number of years since Noah’s
supposed flood.

Archbishop James Ussher
1581 – 1656

6

If humans firstly saw rainbows in Noah’s time, the implications
are very interesting. Yahweh may have done a lot of new
engineering on human sight. Here is the problem. If refraction or
bending of light as it exits water droplets into the air occurs and
pre-flood humans couldn’t see the resulting colored spectrum
then they must have been blind to all colors. However the
common form of color blindness is the inability of those inflicted
to perceive the differences between some colors. The red to
green deficiency is most common, meaning it is the difficulty of
perceiving colors made up from a ratio of red and green. The

The number of years from the creation to the flood based on the Hebrew source is 1656 years and this is
Archbishop Ussher accounting. However, if you use the Samaritan source it is only 1307 but if you use the Greek
Septuagint it is 2342 years. See http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/03731a.htm . In any case, Ussher is famous for
writing his Ussher Chronology. It contains a chronology of world events up to his day. It was one of a small
number of others written by people in and around his time. For what it is worth, he used biblical genealogies and
other sources (some incomplete) to also date the first day of creation, as beginning at nightfall proceeding Sunday,
October 23, 4004 B.C. in the adjusted or propleptic Julian calendar, near the autumnal equinox. (It was adjusted
for some erratically added leap years for dates proceeding AD 4.) Calendars that are adjusted for years prior to the
year of their invention are referred to as “propleptic.” The Gregorian calendar was introduced in 1582 AD and
replaced the Julian calendar. It is still the most widely used one in the modern world. [Return to 6]

impairment varies but the pre-flood rainbow problem couldn’t be due to any common form of color
blindness.
There are two other far-fetched possibilities. The first is all pre-flood people were totally blind and
therefore couldn’t see colors. This is nonsense. Such a society couldn’t make it to square one, never
mind survive and flourish. Today, as in the past, blind people can get along but only with the assistance
of the sighted majority. There are verses in the book of Genesis that portray pre-flood people as being
sighted. There is the creation account of God when he divided the night from the day (Gen. 1:1 – 5).
Another reference says the Lord God made every tree grow that is pleasant to sight and good for food
(Gen. 2:9). Therefore the blind hypothesis cannot be considered.
The second possibility is that pre-flood people were not color sighted; but saw only in black & white and
shades of gray. [7] The first problem is there is absolutely no evidence or mention of this in the Bible or
writings of early cultures such as Egypt and Mesopotamia. Nor is there a single account of it in any early
myth elsewhere in the world! How likely is that? Imagine the impact if people suddenly about 4,360
years ago became color sighted! Such an event should have been unforgettable. However there are other
pre-rainbow story verses in Genesis that also eliminate this possibility. There is the following one from
the early creation story: “Also, to every beast of the earth, to every bird of the air, and to everything that
creeps on the earth, in which there is life, I have given every green herb for food,” and it was so (Gen.
1:30). Right after the flood and just before the first rainbow Yahweh says to Noah and his sons: “Every
moving thing that lives shall be food for you. I have given you all things, even as the green herbs” (Gen.
9:3). In both accounts Yahweh identifies the herbs as “green” and this color is the middle one within the
rainbow color spectrum. The implication is pre-flood people could see colors and therefore there wasn’t
any need to have human eyesight re-engineered to include color perception.
A related point comes from the thrust of genetic studies. These
indicate that humans and some other primates evolved with a
three tiered color sight system, called trichromacy. The retina of
our eyes uses three kinds of light absorbing pigments. They found
almost all non-primate mammals are dichromats and have only
two kinds of visual pigments. It means that humans and
chimpanzees, for example, can see colors that most other
mammals can’t. If you want to say Yahweh re-engineered human
sight after the flood then there must have been pre-flood mammals
that could see colors before humans. If not he must have also done
a lot of re-engineering on non-primate mammalian sight but chose
a simpler system. Why so? This is nonsense, just like the other
suggestions. The evidence indicates the more complex primate
color sensing system evolved from earlier more simplistic ones.
[8]

Chimpanzees and other primates
have a trichromatic system of sight.

Earlier we looked at the optical requirements to see rainbows but
here is the other side of the equation, the essential physics of
rainbow production. Light’s velocity is constant at about 300,000

This didn’t initially enter into my mind. My daughter Krystal Koskinen in an informal discussion played the
devil’s advocate (she doesn’t really believe it) by suggesting it could be another possibility. My later analysis (see
the rest of the sentences in the same paragraph) shows this also cannot be the case. [Return to 7]
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Jacobs, Gerald, H. & Nathans, Jeremy. “The Evolution of Primate Color Vision,” Scientific American, April,
2009, p.p. 56 – 63. [Return to 8]
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kilometers per second, but this in a vacuum. However when it encounters other transparent mediums
such as water, our atmosphere and glass it takes on slower constant velocities. When Sun light enters
into rain droplets a surprising number of things occur. Firstly light refracts or bends the instant it enters a
rain droplet due to a change in speed. However the bending also causes a prism-like effect. The Sun
light separates into different colored lights and each band/color also travels at slightly different
velocities. The red end of the spectrum travels faster (so it bends less) than the blue end. Since blue light
travels slower it bends more. The bending differential is the key to creating the prism-like effect. When
the refracted light hits the back of the rain droplets some of it reflects back and it exits the front of the
droplet. When the light reenters the air it refracts again and causes an even greater separation into the
different colors. This is the multi-colored lights, as amplified by thousands of droplets that humans see
as a rainbow.
If rainbows didn’t exist in the pre-flood era it leaves
us with a major problem involving the physics of
primary forces and fundamental particles. If in the
pre-flood era light didn’t refract (or bend) as it
entered within rain droplets and reflect from their
backs and then refract again as it exited out into the
air then it means big problems with the operation of
the electromagnetic force. Let me explain. Here is a
new term we have to learn; it is “boson.” This is the
scientific term for a group of particles that include
those that act as energy carriers of forces.
Electromagnetism’s boson is the photon but each of the other known quantum forces (the weak nuclear
force and the strong nuclear force and its mate the strong residual or nuclear force) also ha s bosons.
Photons are also the particles of light, some we can see such as the colors of the rainbow but others are
invisible. It doesn’t matter where photons originate (e.g. in the Sun or an electric lamp) all light is due to
some electromagnetic activity.
Quantum mechanics is the science of the very tiny, including fundamental or elementary particles. These
are called elementary or fundamental as they are not made up of other known tinier particles. There are
theories, such as superstring theory, that claim there is a tinier realm but these haven’t been
experimentally established. The main theory in quantum mechanics is the Standard Model of
Elementary Particle Physics. It includes two main types of particles. Those that build matter are called
fermions (quarks, electrons & neutrinos – the later are by-products of nuclear reactions). Other particles
are the bosons or force carriers (photons, gluons, W+, W- & Z). It sounds strange but according to
quantum mechanics all fundamental particles can act as either particles or waves but never both at the
same time. Which one we detect or see depends of the structure of an experiment or the set up of natural
surroundings that control quantum events. Quantum mechanics maintains an equivalency between
fundamental or quantum particles and waves. The electromagnetic force includes the action of
photons/light waves, over the entire electromagnetic spectrum. You simply cannot cherry pick and
delete the prism-like effects that produce rainbows and expect electromagnetism to operate in tact. If this
force including its boson the photon didn’t operate exactly or almost as it does today (there is very little
play in this) there would be some very dire results.
Rain droplets, the air and all mater are electromagnetic. This sounds surprising but even though neutral
mater is electrically balanced it is still electromagnetically active. In fact quantum mechanics doesn’t
allow things to remain at complete rest or in what is called a “perfect” ground state. It requires that
things be in a state of constant quantum fluxing, tiny as it may be. Also we think of light as merely
bouncing off of solid things but this is an illusion from our everyday macro realm. If our sight could be
micro-focused to the right resolution we would find there is much more space in atoms and molecules
than there are particles like electrons, protons and neutrons. Photons interact with the

electromagnetically charged particles e.g. electrons and protons. This interaction determines their
behavior. In the case of rainbow production the interactions result in refraction and reflection. You
might think this is all wave activity and it is; but recall that in quantum mechanics particles and waves
are equivalent. It doesn’t matter which we detect or use in theoretical models as these are just different
sides of the same coin.
Here is the bomb! If refraction and reflection of light didn’t occur it means electromagnetism had to
have been switched “off.” In order to understand this let’s imagine what happens if electromagnetism
were magically turned off today. Okay this is a thought experiment (Einstein was one of the masters of
this form) and so we don’t have to hire any so-called magician. Firstly if you turn off any force of nature
the immediate result is the universe has apparently lost some energy/mass (mass and energy are also
equivalent). [9] Our universe is just like the owner of a kitchen
sink; it doesn’t like leaks. However it is always possible the
energy was transformed into other forms. If this is the case it
requires the existences of tinier particles that make up the ones
currently thought to be elementary. These undiscovered or
theoretical particles are often dubbed “preons.” For the sake of
advancing the current discussion we will ignore this issue, but
only momentarily. However we do require a supernatural
observer. Okay, I gave the magician a call and he lent me one of
his fairies. His name is Albert (i.e. after Einstein).
Initially Albert would see changes on the molecular level. All
molecules would fly apart since electromagnetism is also the main
glue or force that bonds atoms together to form molecules. It also
bonds electrons around atomic nuclei. Imagine comets,
meteoroids, asteroids, humans, animals, plants and anything else
made up of molecules instantly disintegrating. Gravity could still
hold the larger structures like planets and stars together but the
physics of how they operate would be totally different. This is mind boggling contemplation but there
isn’t any doubt about it! We could end our discussion here, since turning off the electromagnetic force
means humans and other molecular things could not exist. It also means there could never have been a
time when humans couldn’t see rainbows. In hindsight to modern science, it was a huge error to portray
rainbows as recently created phenomena. However the myth was written by pre-scientific writers who
did not know any better. In the wake, the flood story is a dead duck or should I say dove or raven?
However there are many other good reasons why it is so and you will encounter these in subsequent
sections. (If you don’t want to read any more about the changed physics in our scenario then skip over
the next section, “The Rest of Albert’s Story.” It includes speculative physics that is intended for the
more science-minded readers but isn’t in any way germane to the main thesis. However it’s still fun to
read).
Click If You Want To Skip the Next Section

The Rest of Albert’s Story
Since everyone knows fairies aren’t made of molecules and Albert is eager to keep exploring, let’s
continue and see what else would happen if the electromagnetic force were turned off. At the atomic
level, Albert would see electrons flying away from atomic nuclei leaving them to freely roam. However,
whatever they are, they could not still be “electrons.” This is the point when things can get a little
confusing since we have to visualize formally charged particles as becoming neutral or without an
9

This comes to us via Einstein’s famous equation: E = Mc2. [Return to 9]

electric charge. Also there are times in the discussion when I will refer back to the original charged
particles. Therefore I will introduce a notation for particles that have lost their charge by including an
“n- prefix” (meaning neutral) to the regular name of the particle. Proton becomes n-proton, electron
becomes n-electron and quark becomes n-quark, etc.
At the subatomic level things get really bizarre. Albert would see all protons within nuclei losing their
electrical charge. Nucleons i.e. protons and neutrons are bound together by the strong residual or nuclear
force. This force is carried by bosons called “pi mesons.” The charged nucleons i.e. protons carry a
positive charge and like charged particles repel. The strong residual force normally over powers their
repulsion but in our scenario it has instantly disappeared. This means there could be implosions between
protons but these are hardly particles and let’s assume they survive the crashes.
When we go deeper into the makeup of nucleons we find they
consist of quarks. Quarks come in different “flavors” but all are
electrically charged and Albert would also see this turned off.
Mesons consist of two quark combos and the nucleons are three
quark combos. All quark combos are bonded by the strong nuclear.
In any case it means the entire chain of quark bonding would
weaken but these particles would still not immediately fall apart.
Its boson or force carrier is called the gluon and it is said to be
color charged. We can’t take the “color” term literally as it doesn’t
have anything to do with the colors we see. However it is a
different bonding force and is the strongest one in nature but only
operates over the very short distances within atomic nuclei. It
would still manage to hold quarks together; however the overall bond would have lost some power.
In the meantime the weakened freed n-nuclei would randomly crash into each other along with freed nelectrons. However there isn’t an electromagnetic force that normally can accelerate charged particles
and so the acceleration of particles is due to gravity and that caused by collisions and explosions. In any
case Albert should in short order see many n-nuclei separate into n-protons and neutrons (these are
naturally neutral) since the bond between them is the weakest. Normally when neutrons are freed from
nuclei they disintegrate within about 15 minutes even when not fired on by other particles. This is due to
the action of the weak nuclear force breaking them down internally into other particles i.e. primarily
electrons and protons. Since electromagnetism is turned “off” Albert would notice that the weak nucl ear
force would also become inactive. This is due to two of its three bosons being electrically charged, the
W+ and the W- bosons. These would become neutral just as its third boson naturally is, the neutral Z.
In any case freed neutrons might still disintegrate into n-electrons & n-protons since the weak nuclear
force would not be actively releasing the n-quark/gluon pressure. Some could hold together until they
collided with themselves or other things. The loss of the weak nuclear force would also put an
immediate stop to the radioactive decay of all formerly radioactive nuclei. Yes, you probably guessed it;
this force also governs radioactivity. This is the radiation that unstable nuclei, such as in uranium and
plutonium, give off and is often read by a device called a Geiger counter. Unstable formerly radioactive
nuclei could suffer the same fate as neutrons; only these would release freed n-protons, n-electrons and
neutrons.
Albert would also see some other events on the subatomic scale. Mesons such as those that act as bosons
for the strong residual force (there are many others, but all are two quark combos) are also normally
very unstable. Many of these would also pop. Normally protons are much hardier and very stable. Not
even one freed proton has ever been detected to decay. However their overall bond would also have
been weakened and Albert would witness some being broken up due to particle collisions. If so, Albert
would see some freed n-quarks. The problem is quarks do not like to be alone. They obey the principle

of confinement which means the color force requires they combine in either combinations of two
(mesons) or three (nucleons). They also obey the asymptotic freedom principle which means the further
they separate the stronger the force between them becomes and vice versa. This is like a bungee cord
that is attached to a jumper and a stable peak such as a bridge. When firstly in flight the cord is loose,
but when it gets to the end of its length it pulls the jumper back. The question is whether any freed nquarks would tend to bind or connect with other n-quark combos?
This is where things become fuzzy and so I’m not totally certain
as per what Albert might see. In any case my scenario requires the
rules of particle physics to have changed. For the purposes of this
speculative scenario I am going to assume that so-called
elementary particles are really composites made up of unknown
particles generally called “preons.” This stems from asking: how
can a proton, for example, lose its electric charge and still exist? If
protons disintegrated and converted into pure energy such as
gamma rays then all matter would be completely gone. However
we have only detected such transformations when mater and antimater collide and annihilate. My scenario bars both kinds of
events since they require the electromagnetic force and we are
pretending it has been shut off. I’m suggesting that protons,
electrons and other charged particles could only lose their charge
by casting off the preons which cause electromagnetic charges.
Otherwise it is difficult to see how there n-protons or n-electrons,
as examples, could exist, even within this thought experiment.
Even though the quarks don’t like to exist outside of nuclei we know their bosons called gluons can.
These are viewed as being string-like and can hook up with each other to form longer gluon strings and
even intertwined ones called gluon balls. These would become more numerous and could facilitate new
n-quark/gluon interactions and perhaps aid in creating new n-quark combos. Instead of only quark
combos of two (mesons) or three (nucleons) there might be other combos such as five or seven. Some
could be temporary as the color force could tend to kick some out but perhaps there could be some new
stable n-quark combos. All of this depends largely on how preons could combine with free flowing nquarks and gluons and in essence create new n-quark combinations. In nuclear fusion interactions the
masses of before and after particles don’t add up. One by-product is the conversion of some “missing”
mass into energy. I suspect my scenario requires similar results only the excess would result in an
overflow and escape of preons that had been previously locked up in gluons and n-quarks. [10]
Albert would also notice that nuclear fusion in stars would instantly cease. Nuclear fusion in stars isn’t
directly based on electromagnetism but it fuses electromagnetically charged particles. There are
different nuclear fusion sequences, but the primary proton to proton one fuses two hydrogen (H1) to a
deuterium (H2) to helium-3 (H3) to helium-4 (H4). These are all charged particles referred to as ions and
in the first stage an electron is produced and in the second a gamma ray/photon is discharged. When the
electromagnetic force is turned “off” nuclear fusion in stars would have to come to screeching halt.
However the photons already on their way towards the surface and beyond would still remain in tact, but
the rules of interaction have also changed. Normally a photon takes thousands of years to make it from
the sun’s core to the surface since it interacts repeatedly, billions of times, with charged particles on its
journey. Now any remaining photons would free flow out in rapid succession at a very high velocity.

It also may well turn out that preons are necessary to understand several parallel processes in our “normal”
universe but this is far afield from our topic. [Return to 10]
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There would not be any interactions. They would behave much like normal neutrinos [11] that are also
by-products of nuclear fusion. Normally neutrinos only interact gravitationally and via the weak nuclear
force. Since the later is turned off neutrinos, like remnant photons would only interact gravitationally.
Over time Albert would notice the lights of many stars turning off, eventually all of them would.
Soon Albert wouldn’t see even be a single flame or fire ball and the temperature of the remnant universe
would plummet! There could not be any new photons created. Those still free flowing would keep
radiating but these would become very diffuse and become relics of a universe that once was. Once they
have scooted out of the core of stars they could not release any further energy. Whatever energy was
there at the critical shut-off point would be locked up and subject to new nuclear physics. Now we’re in
trouble unless there is some unknown physics, like preons that could act to release the bottled-up energy.
Even if preons exist much depends on how they could take over from the production and action of
neutrinos and photons to release locked up energy from the former nuclear reactions. This problem is
essentially the same one we discussed about freed neutrons, mesons and radioactive nuclei. Albert could
witness some mini-blasts within smaller stars and super explosions in some larger ones due to the build
up of unstable n-quark/gluon pressure in their interiors. As we’ve hinted these explosions could not
produce new photons but there could be some neutrinos and a rapid scattering of n-quarks, gluons and
any n-electrons, n-protons and neutrons they collide with.
There is more. Stars normally consist of ionized gas which is to say electrically charged nuclei. If
electromagnetism is turned “off” these particles would lose their electric charge but as we’ve seen nuclei
would be still be held together by the strong nuclear force. A normal star remains in a homeostatic state
due to the outward energy of nuclear fusion and other factors moving energy to the surface being
balanced by the inward compression of gravitation. When fusion is turned off or weakened the star
begins to collapse since gravity would become
dominant. Albert would observe the makings of
newly compressed chunks of mater which aren’t
electrically charged; these would be something like
known neutron stars. If the original star were large
enough its gravity could overcome the previous
mentioned instabilities and could compress into a
new kind of black hole. Albert would see that these
have mass, spin but not an electric charge, thus nblack holes.
Ionized intergalactic clouds of gas or nebulae lack
the density of stars so many of its now charge-less
nuclei would not collapse inwards; especially since
the cloud would have lost some energy. The
temperature in some of these clouds is hotter by
three or more fold than that of nuclear fusion in the heart of stars. The mechanism that generates and
maintains these incredible temperatures is not understood. However at the shut-off point Albert would
see some n-quark/gluon pressure explosions within these clouds! If there were sufficient density in parts
of the nebulae these areas could hold together and form into clumps and act as seeds for forming (over
time) n-stars & n-black holes. Perhaps the n-quark/gluon explosions would provide the energy to form
11

Neutrinos are neutral elementary particles of the Standard Model. Normally these are produced in nuclear
reactions as by-products and move at velocities close to the speed of light. They only interact via gravity and the
weak nuclear force; therefore they seldom interact with any other particles. They are produced in the Sun and
elsewhere and millions of them are flowing harmlessly through your body even as you read this. In my scenario
neutrinos become even more elusive. [Return to 11]

the stronger n-quark combos we discussed earlier. There could be major shifts within n-quark
combinations until one or more additional stable or ground state varieties formed. These may even
become the core or seeds to build new n-black holes.
This leaves us with the problem of what happens to denser stars. All n-pulsars [12] and n-magnetrons
[13] would cease radiating and some would also buildup critical values of n-quark/gluon pressure and
explode. This leaves us with their denser cousins, n-black holes. There are billions of black holes in our
universe, some are stellar black holes but galaxies have huge or monster sized ones within their central
areas. Active black holes are surrounded by orbiting disks of mater that spirals inwards called accretion
disks. The mater that is being swallowed is incredibly hot and radiant but it completely disappears once
behind the point-of –no-return, called the black hole’s “event horizon.”
Normal active black holes are sloppy eaters. The accretion disk has two discharge jets of ionized plasma
at opposite ends and it spews out the particles and radiation that
doesn’t enter into the black hole. On route the plasma gets
accelerated to such high velocities that powerful radiation in the
form of x- & gamma rays is emitted. These jets are what give
quasars their incredible luminosity; the most powerful source of
prolonged radiation known to exist. Luckily quasars are only
detected at “high red-shifts” which is astronomical talk to say
they are very, very far away from us. This is also to say that
quasars are relics of the earlier universe and therefore do not exist
in our time frame. It’s just that we still detect some of their
weakened radiation that has been free flowing over billions of
years in our direction.
These quasar detections are like messages in a bottle from the past. All of these strange sounding
features stem from us living in a very large and expanding universe. We have recently discovered the
rate of expansion has been accelerating for about the last 5 billion years. This span of time is close to the
age of our planet and that of our sun. It means the wave-length of earlier emitted quasar light has been
stretching or “red shifting” en-route as space/time itself was being expanded. Here’s the nugget. It
means that although we can still detect quasar radiation in our time frame, the quasars have probably
long since been extinguished or at least subsided. In a way we see a similar kind of thing (although not
as radiation) in the fossil record on Earth. In the geological column we find fossil “signatures” about the
once robust lives of long-gone creatures such as dinosaurs and numerous other now extinct life forms.
In any case there are thousands of black holes even in our galaxy, the Milky Way. What Albert would
see inside n-black holes is even more interesting. When black holes lose their electric charge it spells
“big problems.” For one thing it is an instant freeing or loss of mass/energy but by definition it can’t
escape from a black hole. You might think Stephen Hawking’s theoretical “Hawking radiation” would
come to the rescue, pick up its pace and release the energy. However it can’t since it also relies on
quantum electromagnetism. In a normal scenario the Hawking radiation works on the basis of pairs of
virtual particles that temporarily pop into existence on the periphery or just outside a black hole’s event
horizon. These have opposite charges and one falls into the black hole and the other escapes and steals
some energy via the black hole’s gravity and becomes a permanent or real particle. It is this particle that
radiates away some mass/energy from the black hole and in large numbers make up the Hawking
radiation. It’s all, like a quantum burglary. The guy that goes inside is a decoy, who becomes trapped but
12

Pulsars are dense formerly collapsed stars that electromagnetically pulsate at fixed rates. [Return to 12]
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Magnetrons are a special class of pulsars that have incredibly powerful magnetic fields. [Return to 13]

he has a trick up his sleeve. He represents a negative mass contribution to the black hole. It acts, via
quantum tunneling, like a handoff to the guy waiting outside. He’s the one who gains mass/energy and
he takes off like a bandit. The Hawking radiation hasn’t been detected but the theory, although
somewhat confusing, is still very convincing. It is difficult to imagine that it isn’t real.
When a black hole is active it grows in mass even though the Hawking radiation operates constantly. It
simply doesn’t radiate fast enough to offset the intake and if there is an ample supply of incoming mater
black holes can over time become massive in size, billions or even trillions the mass of our Sun. Black
holes can only begin reducing their mass after they enter into a dormant phase and cease consuming
mass/energy. The reasons why they become inactive is still a mystery. Even so, after the transition it still
takes an enormous amount of time for a black hole to radiate away its mass. One problem is that in
larger dormant black holes the outside temperature of space/time is higher than inside the black hole.
Thermodynamics dictates that hot areas radiate energy towards cooler ones, so outside energy is still
drawn inside. In this case there is an additional barrier to that of the event horizon that has to be
overcome by Hawking radiation. Luckily quantum mechanics includes a mechanism (briefly mentioned
earlier) that by-passes or allows it called quantum tunneling. Much of quantum mechanics sounds
strange to our everyday sensibilities. Nevertheless quantum tunneling allows particles to “ghostly” pass
through energy barriers, so a black hole can radiate outwards to a hotter environment. It even ha ppens in
the core of stars like our Sun; without it nuclear fusion wouldn’t be sustained. In any case the Hawking
radiation takes an enormous amount of time, akin to the age of our universe for the most massive
dormant black holes to shed their mass.

There is a point when a shrinking
black hole no longer depends solely
on quantum tunneling and
thermodynamics turns on. This
makes the virtual energy stealing
easier and the rate of radiation
increases and it’s all down hill from
here. Stephen’s calculations indicate
that as black holes lose mass and
become smaller their rate of
radiation also increases. In fact the
smaller they are the higher their
internal temperature becomes. The
tiniest black holes are dubbed
“micro black holes” and are thought
to be relics or left-overs from the
distant early universe. These should
be radiating so quickly that at the
end of their lives they should explode in a gamma ray display. Unfortunately we have been trying to
detect micro-black hole radiation and explosions but have never succeeded. This calls into question
Hawking’s sequence. Perhaps nature takes a turn at some point that he didn’t imagine or the radiation
doesn’t exist?
The first problem related to n-black holes is Albert wouldn’t see any more pairs of electrically opposite
virtual particles popping up within space/time. (Of course we can’t directly see virtual particles but we
can discern their effects. Fairies like Albert do not suffer from human restrictions). Since
electromagnetism has been turned off oppositely charged virtual pairs of particles can’t exist; this also
puts an end to the Hawking radiation. Now we face the mother load of the problem. If the two
electrically based primary forces (i.e. electromagnetism & the weak nuclear force) shut down, black

holes would lose their electrical charge. Where would the bottle up energy go within a black hole?
Energy that had been previously married to charged particles is now free flowing as some kind of
radiation, only it cannot be photons. It is something like heating up a pot of frozen ice cubes; soon it
becomes steam. If the lid is shut tightly the pressure builds and looks for a way to escape.
One idea is black holes contain wormholes that allow energy to escape to another universe but this is a
much fictionalized concept. Even if they exist, the mathematics shows that such entities would be highly
unstable and unable to move much if any mass/energy. So we are left with a problem. If the energy
didn’t find a way to escape black holes could explode due to a war between gravity and the building
internal pressure. However, if preons are real, these might be constantly radiating out from black holes
and perhaps it would merely cause an increase that could succeed in releasing the energy. If not black
holes would build up n-quark/gluon pressure and their event
horizons could even pulsate. When the critical value of the nquark/gluon pressure was reached, Albert could be sole
witness to n-black hole explosions.
Keep in mind there are other forces such as dark mater [14]
and dark energy, [15] the dynamics of which we do not yet
understand. Dark mater acts as an invisible mass that
gravitates and dark energy acts as something that antigravitates or causes and even accelerates universal expansion.
I think “dark” energies are made up of preons but obviously
the dark mater ones must work in an opposite fashion to
those that constitute dark energy. In any case the analysis of
WMAP experiments suggest that dark energy consists of
70% of the universe’s energy, dark mater 26% and baryonic
mater a mere 4%. [16] Despite my speculations and those of
others it means we don’t really understand the make-up of
over 95% of our universe.
Dark mater likes to clump around normal or baryonic mater
and adds to the gravitation. This is witnessed by dark mater halos discerned to be around galaxies and
clusters. However it is possible that since much regular mater had disintegrated that a lot of dark mater
could have also been dispersed from galactic structures. The question is what happens to dispersed dark
The effects of some gravitational energy referred to as Dark Matter has been known since the 1930’s. Whatever
it is, it over powers known matter by a factor of 10. It is needed to explain observations in galaxies and in galactic
clusters. Unlike known mater, whatever it is, it doesn’t interact with the electromagnetic force and hence is
completely non-detectable to such sensors. In my scenario with the electromagnetic force off, it couldn’t affect the
action of Dark Mater. [Return to 14]
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Dark energy was firstly discovered in 1989 when two different astrophysics groups observed Type 1A
Supernova explosions in distant galaxies. These act as markers called standard candles that give scientists a frame
of reference to indicate how a distant galaxy moves in relationship to ours. The surprising result was the
universe’s expansion wasn’t slowing down as depicted by popular models but rather was increasing in its rate of
expansion. Other studies since concur with the earlier ones. The problem then and now is what is Dark Energy?
There are theories and even a favored one based on Einstein’s Cosmological Constant or energy in the vacuum of
space/time, but no one knows. [Return to 15]
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WMAP is an outer space probe that NASA launched in 2001. It has been detecting the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) radiation that is left over from the early universe. You will notice some differences in the
breakdown of mass/energy percentages due to fine tuning based on new data and or calculations. [Return to 16]

mater? Does it wander until it hooks up with more stable mater such as around n-back holes? Or does it
transform, perhaps into dark energy? Well … even if we put these speculations aside, Albert would see
dark energy continuing to accelerate the expansion of the universe, but he could also notice an increase
in its rate. This could also stem from the disintegrations of baryonic or normal mater and the especially
the dispersal of dark mater. The decreases in density of mass would also have the effect of lessening
gravity’s breaking power to that of dark energy’s universal expansion.
Further Albert, the clever fairy that he is, would notice the famous equivalence between mass and
energy (E = Mc2) would be minimized or interrupted since many forms of energy require photons and
electromagnetism to exist. Without them many transfers couldn’t be done and of course the “c” in the
equation refers to the speed of light and new light/photons at least are no longer created. Also, the much
respected “fine structure constant” which governs electromagnetic interactions would be dismantled. It
would amount a remake of primary equations of the constants of nature since energy transfers are now
more limited and perhaps some new ones would be created. Whether any of the Standard Model’s
elementary particle remnants such as n-quarks, n-electrons, gluons, n-W’s, etc. can break down any
further is unclear. My scenario says “yes” since it assumes preons exist. The Standard Model as it stands
answers “no” but it is an incomplete work. [17] Crazy, isn’t it!
The answers require new physics. [18] I think the physics of fundamental or elementary particles has yet
to reach the bed rock and much more challenging work needs to be done. However interesting these last
issues are, it wouldn’t change my scenario’s previously mentioned ill-fate for the pre-flood universe one
iota. Even Albert agrees. If that were the case me, you and everyone else wouldn’t be here. Albert would
have to be satisfied socializing only with his fellow fairies. He says he’s glad it is only a myth. He
apparently likes to take breaks and enjoys rapping with humans, especially speculators like me.

Two Myths for the Price of One!
There is ample evidence the flood story isn’t a historical account of real events. It is in fact two
interblended myths. The evidence begins with the redundant retelling of segments of the story. These
retellings have been dubbed “dualities” by biblical scholars. The second take often contradicts the first
or adds new details or uses different language. We see this in the instructions Yahweh gives Noah about
the animals that he should take
onboard the ark. Firstly he is
told to bring a couple, a male
and female, of each kind or sort
of animal (Gen. 6:8 – 22) but a
few verses later the story is
retold. He is still told to take
the original twos but now these
are classed as unclean. He also
needs sevens of clean animals. It is not spelled out whether it is seven pairs (a male and his female)
which would be 14 or only 7 of each kind of clean animal. Sevens of each kind of bird has also been
added into this account.
These differences raise questions. This is the first mention of clean and unclean animals in Genesis and
it is without definition. What are they? We see this theme developed in later books of Moses but here it
The Standard Model has yet to include gravity. It also doesn’t explain how its particles acquire mass.
[Return to 17]
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Sometimes thinking what might happen in a hypothetical universe aids in helping one with theoretical problems
related to the only one we really know and live in. [Return to 18]

appears to be out of place. In other words it looks as if this re-telling was spliced into the text from one
or more priestly source documents where the issue of “clean” animals for human consumption and
sacrifice had already been developed. In any case either account could stand alone but there are two
different ones.
The “sevens” theme also re-appears in another verse. Noah and his family and the animals (two by two)
went into the ark. After “seven” days, the flood waters were on the face of the earth (Gen. 7:7 – 10). The
sevens coincidence alone raises eyebrows but a few verses later there is another retelling of the same
story. It pretty much repeats the details about people and animals boarding the ark. It adds the names of
Noah’s three sons and says the Lord shut him in (i.e. that is Noah in the ark) but does not mention the
seven days. Again, you have to wonder why the writer is retelling almost identical details. It isn’t a big
stretch to see he’s drawing on two slightly differing sources and for some reason felt compelled to
include both accounts.
The "seven" theme appears again in the story about the birds Noah released from the ark to test for dry
land. The account begins by claiming the ark came to rest on the mountains of Ararat on the seventeenth
day of the seventh month. He initially released a Raven but after three different seven day periods he
sent out a Dove. The insertion of this “birds” section is rather strange. Noah can already see the land at
the tops of the mountains (Gen. 8:5) and so why is he sending out birds to search for land? He must be
able to see the water and some mountain tops so what’s the point of the birds experiment? The only land
that could be above water that he can’t see must be other mountains beyond his field of vision. Further
the account claims the Raven kept going to and fro until the waters dried up from the earth (Gen. 8:7). If
that is the case why send out the Dove? The “birds story” is a very messy account and looks as it might
have been edited from two different sources where one includes a Raven and the other, a Dove.
There is also a “forty” theme interspersed through out the story that at times doesn’t make sense. It starts
by having the Lord saying after seven days he would cause it to rain for 40 days and nights (Gen. 7:4).
Then it rained for 40 days and nights (Gen 7:12). The next 40’s reference creates a conflict of how long
the flood lasted. One verse says “the flood was on the earth for 40 days” (Gen 7:17) and seven verses
later it says: “the waters prevailed on the earth 150 days” (Gen. 7:24). The next incident claims, “at the
end of 40 days, Noah opened the window of the ark he had made” (Gen. 8:6). This is the opening line to
the story about the birds. The problem is that three verses earlier, reaffirms the flood lasted for 150 days
(Gen. 8:3). It reads like Noah opened the window after the 40 day duration of the flood but it conflicts
with the twice mentioned 150 day period.
There is a third time indicator in the account. The day the fountains of the deep were broken and the
windows of heaven opened is given as the 600 th year, 2 nd month and 17th day of the month of Noah’s life
(Gen. 7:11). The day Noah took the covering off the ark and saw dry land is given as the 601 st, 1st month
and 1st day of the month of his life (Gen. 8:13). To reckon this you have to subtract earlier date from the
later one. I used a 30 day month [19] and the answer equals 314 days from the very beginning of the
flood to the appearance of dry land. The very next verse (Gen. 8:14) says that on the 2 nd month and on
the 27th day of the month the earth was dried. This adds another 56 days and equals a grand total of 370
days. The later end date to the flood seems be another redundancy. What the difference is between these
two counts of seeing dry land isn’t given. One can assume and suggest the first appearance of dry land
The flood is said to have begun on the 600 th year of the 2nd month and 17th day of the month of Noah’s life
(Gen. 7:11). One account claims the waters prevailed 150 days and the ark came to rest on the mountains of
Ararat on 7th month on the 17th day (Gen. 8:3 -4). This is a 5 month period and 5 x 30 = 150 days. So, it’s
reasonable to use a 30 day month as at least these five months averaged 30 days. It also indicates that the second
mention of 150 days (Gen. 8:3) is not in addition to the first mention in (Gen. 7:24). The second mention is a
typically redundant duality. [Return to 19]
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was on high ground and in the extra 56 days the water level dropped down to a point close to where it
had originally been prior to the flood. If that’s the case we are talking about the rapid disappearance of a
huge volume of water. It would be impossible via any natural mechanism. If we assume that Genesis
8:13-14 are connected and part of the same story, then we are still left with what appears to be at least
two different general dating methods. I got as goofy as I could when I tried to reconcile the timing
accounts. I added all the other time frames mentioned together, even though some are clearly
contradictory and not apparently additive. In any case I got 291 days [20] which is still 23 days short of
314 days but 79 days short of 370 days. Confusing isn’t it.
There are also difficulties when you try to reconcile the window story that Noah opened to let out the
birds with the “covering on the ark” that he removed and apparently saw dry land (Gen 8:13). The later
was supposedly very good news but it presents a problem. Firstly Noah had already seen dry land at the
tops of the mountains via the window he had opened (Gen 8:5-6). Secondly, what is the covering on the
ark? It’s never been mentioned before; not even in the Lord’s instructions to Noah on how the ark
should be built (Gen 6:14-16). Why doesn’t Noah simply look out the window? The “covering”
segment could be from a source that didn’t include the window version. Again it reads as if two different
and contradictory accounts about the first sight of land were spliced into the story.
There is also some other confusing statements. The rain supposedly stopped after 40 days but then the
waters are said have kept rising, firstly over the hills and increased by 15 cubits and covered the
mountains (Gen. 7:17 – 20). If you turn off the tap or source of water the level in a bathtub, sink, bucket
or over flooded land doesn’t keep rising. Again, it reads as if someone had spliced together details from
differing sources and didn’t think through the details.
Given all of this it is really difficult to accept the biblical account of the
flood as serious history. It reads like a hodgepodge of lines, spliced,
edited and remade. Scholars have long since pointed out the differences
in biblical dualities. Some times there is even a third telling of the same
story. Julius Wellhausen is probably the best known scholar and
capstone theorist of what is called “The Documentary Hypothesis.” It
claims the so-called Torah or Books of Moses were really the work of
editors who used several different source documents. The Kingdom of
Israel had broken up into two main nations. In the north was Sumeria
and south was Judea. They shared a common heritage but after many
years each nation morphed their mythologies according to their
changing culture. Wellhausen and others noticed the repeated use of
different terms in the biblical text that seemed to have stemmed from
within the two nations. The different national terms include different
names for areas, cities and even for God. When the terms appear in
separate blocks of text it results in the puzzling dualities. Other times the terms appear to be mixed in
lines of text and look like out-of-context insertions. The theory includes four conjectured sources
referred to as J, E, P & D. [21] This theory goes farther afield than our main subject, Noah’s flood.
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40 days of rain (Gen. 7:12) + flood was on the earth for 40 days (Gen. 7:17) + waters prevailed on the earth for
150 days (Gen. 7:24) + at the end of 40 days Noah opened the window (Gen. 8:6) + Noah waited another 7 days
and again sent out the Dove (Gen. 8:10) = 14 days + he waited another 7 days and sent out the Dove and it didn’t
return (Gen. 8:12) = 291days. [Return to 20]
The “J” source uses “Yahweh” as the name for God and perhaps stemmed from the northern nation Sumeria.
The “E” source uses “Elohim” as the name for God and appears to have been associated with Judea. The “P”
source is said to be “priestly” material written by those entrenched with rules and procedures. The “D” source is a
later found document now referred to as the book of Deuteronomy. These sources are thought to have been edited
and blended together by the redactor. [Return to 21]
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These suggested source documents are believed to have been used and edited by an individual or group
referred to as “the redactor” in the production of the first five books of the Bible called by various names
such as the Books of Moses, the Pentateuch and the Torah.
In time both nations were overthrown; the north fell to the Assyrians in 721-722 B.C. and the south fell
to the Babylonians in 597-598 B.C. It was during the Persian period when the Edict of Cyrus (538 B.C.)
allowed captive peoples including the Israelites to return to their homelands. It was a time of re-building
the Temple, cities and communities. But it was also a period of establishing and unifying their new
national identity. The bible speaks of various leaders such as Ezra the priest, expert in the law and scribe
who was a chief in the task of rebuilding the people’s religion. He is even depicted as bringing the Law
of Moses and reading it to the people (Neh. 8 & Ezra 7). Perhaps he was the main redactor. In any case
there isn’t any doubt the writers/editors of the early Bible or Books of Moses used preexisting source
documents.

Water, Salt, Flood Geology & Other Problems
Modern true believers have taken the task of trying to explain the world’s geology via two related
pseudo-scientific models. The first is the “young earth or universe model” and the other has been
dubbed “flood geology.” The first is primary but the other is also linked to what is sometimes called
“creation science.” They take the Genesis account of creation as true and then select some but discard
much of the science of the modern era; especially that which relates to the earth sciences, particle
physics, astronomy and cosmology.
I have to admit I find so-called flood geology to be very amusing but also deceptive. I think it’s a
method or tool to convince people and/or keep them convicted that flood story in the Bible is relevant in
our scientific age. Whatever it is, it cannot be a real science. It is based on the premise that the account
of Noah’s flood in Genesis 7 – 8 is impeccable history. In this essay I will prove it isn’t even close to a
historical account. In any case flood geologists accept the veracity of the flood as being unquestionably
true and therefore cannot be falsified. Radiometric and other deep time dating techniques that peg events
back to millions or billions of years are rejected. They criticize these methods and highlight errors and
weaknesses but the overall success and validity of these techniques are largely ignored. This is because
they believe the catastrophic flood only occurred within the last five thousand years. They think it and
its aftermath created much of earth’s topological features and not the gradual uniformitarian processes
described in modern geology.
One of the problems with “flood geology” relates to the existence of huge underground salt deposits.
Scientists have proven that saline oceans and seas have been on our planet for millions of years. There
are many ancient salt deposits around the world. These are left over sediments of dried out former seas.
There are numerous salt beds deep under
ground. There are huge ones around and even
under the Great Lakes. There are salt mines in
Michigan, Ohio and Ontario. The Detroit Salt
Company and others have been mining the
area’s salt for decades. In the Detroit area the
salt beds extend from about 800 feet to 6800
feet underground. They try to mine the
shallowest and richest areas. There are over 100
miles of underground drifts and some are at
levels of about 1200 feet below the surface. No
single flood could have created these massive
concentrations of salt.

The Great Lakes is the largest system of fresh water in the world. They were created in their current
state at the end of the last Ice Age perhaps some 10 to 12,000 years ago. [22] This precedes our date for
Noah’s flood by more than 5,000 years. Here is the problem. We have these large sediments of
underground salt in areas underneath one or more of the Great Lakes. Noah’s flood couldn’t have
deposited all of this salt and all of the ground above it; then left behind these huge fresh water lakes
hundreds of feet above the salt. It’s impossible. Geologists date one of the original saline seas that
covered the area which is now Michigan to about 425 million years ago. This is millions of years before
the Great Lakes were created. Ancient salt beds exist in many other places in the world and also could
not have been created by any recent flood.
Another problem for flood geology is the abundance of fresh or sweet water. Our oceans are saline but
there are numerous fresh water lakes and rivers. If there had been a worldwide flood then the fresh and
salt water should have mixed. As the worldwide ocean churned its salt content should have become
more uniform. You can argue that Noah’s ocean wasn’t as saline as today’s seas but you can’t say it was
all fresh water. In fact there isn’t any natural mechanism that could have quickly sweetened the water. I
will explain why at the end of this section.
Even when the flood subsided fresh drinking water would have been in short supply. Early post-flood
people and many animals should have suffered or even died of salt or sodium chloride poisoning or
thirst. The recession of the flood should have also left the world with numerous inland salt lakes and
seas. Instead we see numerous fresh water lakes, rivers etc. and very few inland salt water bodies. There
should also be some other clear geological signatures such as worldwide salt sediments left in the wake
of the receding flood. Where are all the areas that should be saturated with surface sea salt? These
should have been created when the water evaporated from the millions of pools of water. Some of them
would have been washed away over time by rain but there it still should have been deeper pools that
dried out and drastically reduced the amount of available farmland. This isn’t the world we see; salted
lands do not exist all around the world dating to the alleged flood. There are some surface salted
landscapes such as the Bonneville Salt Flats in northwest Utah. It is an isolated area and has a specific
geological history shared with Utah’s Great Salt Lake, and dates to earlier times.
The lack of such “salt signatures” is disturbing to so-called flood geology. However, there is much
evidence for other past worldwide catastrophes. Scientists, for example, had found a worldwide
geological boundary (i.e. K-T boundary) loaded with the rare element iridium. It is evidence of an
iridium laden meteoroid or asteroid strike that sealed the fate of the dinosaurs some 65 million years
ago. They have also found a huge crater (i.e. Chicxulub Crater) of the right timing on the Yucatan
peninsula and off into the Gulf of Mexico. This is believed to be a cause of one of the major known
worldwide mass extinctions in geological history. All of them left discern-able evidence. However there
is none for Noah’s flood.
Another issue is: if there was a worldwide flood where did all of the water come from? Dr. Ernest
Martin, who is now deceased but was the founder of A.S.K. (Associates of Scriptural Knowledge),
acknowledged in his essays that the flood text implies most of the water came from rain. However he
realized there couldn’t have been enough water vapor in clouds to create the enormous flood. He also
commented on the Genesis details about the fountains of the deep breaking open and correctly doubted
that underground springs could have added very much to the flood.
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The last Ice Age had reached its maximum about 20,000 years ago. There were two main periods of more rapid
thawing, 11,500 & 14,000 years ago. http://earthguide.ucsd.edu/virtualmuseum/climatechange2/01_1.shtml
[Return to 22]

Dr. Martin thought the main source of water was from a band of frozen ice that he postulated once
orbited our planet. This is based on an outlandish interpretation of the so-called firmament cited in
Genesis 1: 6-9. The firmament was created after God (i.e. “Elohim”) [23] made light, which divided day
and night. It is supposed to have divided the waters from the
waters but what is meant by these repeated terms isn’t stated.
It does say Elohim called the firmament “Heaven” (Gen.
1:8). It means the theoretical ice ring suggested by Dr. Martin
and others was literally heaven. The conclusion is heaven
crashed down onto the earth and created Noah’s flood. When
I realized this, I broke out into a wild belly shaking laugh.
It’s great comedy!
Dr. Martin also claimed the mountains of the Earth weren’t
submerged but rather covered by water vapor/clouds. This
lessens the amount of water required but the biblical text
doesn’t support it. It says: “the waters prevailed exceedingly
and all of the high hills were covered … the waters prevailed fifteen cubits upwards and the mountains
were covered.” This clearly refers to rising flood waters submerging mountains. The text goes on to
claim there wasn’t even a mountain top where some air breathing creatures could have survived, since
all are destroyed (Gen. 7:19 – 24). The text isn’t referring to water vapor or mists. It’s good old liquid
water that drowned air breathing creatures.
Dr. Martin’s invention of a pre-flood band of ice orbiting Earth also isn’t very likely to have been real.
Here is why. The ice ring would have been essentially similar to the great rings of Saturn and ones about
Uranus and Jupiter. The chunks that make up such rings vary in size and are not just composed of ice.
They are dirty in that they contain pieces of rock and a sprinkling of other elements. The mass of the
supposed Earth ring would have been enormous compared to the size of our planet. It could be roughly
determined by calculating the volume of a worldwide ocean that could submerge Mt. Everest, the
highest mountain and subtract today’s sea level and perhaps some of the water trapped in ice at the
poles. You also have to keep in mind that water is a substance that expands when frozen and this should
be added to the volume of the ice ring. Then one has to imagine this mass including an estimate of its
rock content would have to be spread out around the Earth like the rings of Saturn.
This huge ring would block out much radiation from the Sun. It
would have made our planet much colder perhaps even causing it to
have been in a perpetual Ice Age. The ring would have also affected
ocean tides due to its gravitational influence. It should have also
impacted ocean currents resulting in further climatic imbalances.
Earth’s pre-flood climate couldn’t have been very hospitable for
humans. If celestial ice chunks were translucent it may have also
caused a prism effect causing “rainbows” to appear in the sky but
Yahweh didn’t allow pre-flood rainbows.
Dr. Martin did try to clean up some loose ends. In his essay
captioned “Secrets Number 99” he at least acknowledges some climatic problems an earth ring would
create. However he believed there were places of safety that had better climate such as the Garden of
Eden. However if we accept this as a real place only one family lived there for a short time before they
“Elohim” is a general term for God. It is said to be a uni-plural noun such as the English words “church” and
“family.” It is the plural form of the root “El” and implies God contains more than one being. Forms of “El” are
also found in Canaanite and Akkadian but its origin is unclear. [Return to 23]
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were banished. Also there isn’t anything in the text to indicate there was severe weather in the world
outside of Eden. They were expelled to a life of hard labor as farmers; but agriculture is depicted as
being possible (Gen. 3:17 – 19).
We have to assume the ice ring was inside the lunar orbit otherwise it’s difficult to see how its ice could
have ever flooded our world. Here we encounter several problems. If we accept Archbishop Ussher’s
year of the creation as 4004 B.C. and his flood year as 2348 B.C. it means the ice ring/firmament existed
for 1,656 years before it rained down. There is little chance for such a huge ring to have remained in tact
for so many years. This is due to the gravitational dynamics of the Earth/Moon system. For one thing
when we compare diameters our Moon is about 27% of the size of our planet. This huge size ratio isn’t
seen in any other planet/moon system in our solar system. Although the mass of the Moon is only 1.2%
of the Earth there are still, relativistic-ally speaking, powerful gravitational dynamics between the two
bodies.
Firstly the ice ring would have suffered from a gravitational tug-of-war between the Earth and the Moon
but there’s more. Gravity also creates a “tidal effect” since the Moon’s gravity causes, for example, two
high tides on Earth. One bulge of water is drawn towards the face of the Moon but the other is
simultaneously drawn outwards on the opposite side of the planet. The Earth also has a tidal effect on
the Moon that causes moonquakes on the lunar surface. In July 1992 the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9
during a close encounter with Jupiter was stretched into pieces due to the planet’s tidal effect. Later on
July 16, 1994 the fragments crashed into the planet. These were amazing first views of a comet being
stretched by tidal forces and later of its pieces impacting and bombing a planet.
The tidal effects of the
Earth/Moon system should have
stretched, busted up and
dissipated the ice ring within a
handful of years, never mind
1,656. The solar wind can blow
tiny particles out of a system
but it can’t do it to bulky things
like chunks of ice/rock. Even
though some of the pieces
would have dissipated due to collisions, there still should be some ice/rock pieces in orbit. Where are
they? Gravity also obeys a density principle. You can have lot of dissipated mater; such as dust or gas in
a solar system or galaxy. It can have an overall mass comparable to some large bodies such as planets;
but it doesn’t act as denser bodies. Gravity focuses more, on denser things and this complicates, as we
will see shortly, the delivery of the ice/rock onto the Earth.
It is puzzling as per what might have caused the ring to crash into the Earth. Even if a part of it were hit
by a comet, meteoroid or asteroid only some of its pieces would have been accelerated. Most of it should
have still stayed in orbit. There are also other problems in getting the ice to the ground. Even space ships
returning to the Earth have to enter at a very precise velocity and angle or they get bounced back by the
density of the upper atmospheric gases. Only accelerated ice ring chunks could enter into the upper
atmosphere since smaller floating pieces could never break through unless they were directly in the path
of Earth’s orbit. In the later case the momentum of the planet supplies the required energy such as
occurs during some meteorite showers.
Someone might claim this is how the ice came down but the story claims it only rained for 40 days and
nights. Natural forces can not simply pulverize an ice ring and align it all in the path of our planet so it
acts like a meteorite shower of the said duration. Where then is the remnant of the ice ring? Something

had to literally accelerate it all towards the planet and ice rings aren’t solid objects; they are pieces of
ice/rock held together in a gravitational orbit. It is impossible.
In any case, let’s momentarily ignore the problems and assume the ice ring somehow survived intact and
delivered its load on key. There are other bugs in the rug. The physics still require that large accelerated
chunks or sections of the ring to hit the upper atmosphere. When the ice/rock began to rain down the
larger pieces should have produced very powerful and even devastating impacts. The resulting effects
would be like the planet being hit by multiple comets, meteors or asteroids. It should have caused
widespread devastation, probably greater than even the alleged flood. The combined power of the
impacts would have been many times that of all the nuclear bombs detonated on Earth.
The friction on the pieces that entered into the upper atmosphere would break up, melt and even
vaporize some of the smaller ones. However many of the rocks within the ice would be freed and heat
up as they rained down. It would have been more like fire from the sky, never mind rain. The prolonged
bombardment should have sent the planet’s temperature soaring. There would have been numerous fires,
huge windstorms and tsunamis. The larger impacts should have sent millions of tons of debris into the
atmosphere blocking out sunlight. In due time, the atmospheric haze would have plummeted the planet’s
overall temperature and caused a very prolonged global winter.
If such an ice ring ever slammed into our planet almost all surface life, including Noah and his family
would have perished even before the start of the flood. The post-impact world would have been
uninhabitable for complex land life, perhaps for many hundreds of years. There simply isn’t any natural
mechanism that can deliver the flood’s water without destroying the biosphere. Dr. Martin Ice Ring
Theory not only lacks direct evidence but is also based on very poor science. However people of his
kind typically think of biblical verses as being impeccable and inerrant, the word of God. Even to
suggest some are simply wrong is unthinkable. For these people, science and most anything may be
wrong but the Bible is always right. However Dr. Martin was an intellectual believer who, like some
others, ventured into the arena of naturalistic theories to try to explain the strange events depicted in
some biblical stories. The burden of proof falls on the shoulders of those who advance such theories but
many of their solutions create more problems than they solve. [24]
The origin of the flood water is only one side of the
problem. If there were ever that much water on
earth, where did it all go? Imagine water levels
towering over Mount Everest and that height being
maintained, more or less, worldwide. This is over
29,000 feet or about 5 ½ miles above sea level. The
earth’s crust over landed areas stems from about
less than 1 to 31 miles in depth but its overall
permeability is low. Witness what happens when
the rain falls; some of the water goes underground
but much flows in streams and rivers into lakes etc.
Similarly after Noah’s flood gravity would have
channeled most of the water towards the ocean
basins. The earth’s oceanic crust is only about less
than 1 to 6 miles in depth and above which is where most of earth’s saline water currently resides. The
hot mantle lies under the crust and isn’t hospitable to large volumes of water. When water reaches down
to even about 1 mile it gets so hot it vaporizes. It can even happen at upper levels if it interacts with any
To read Dr. Martin’s articles see: http://www.askelm.com/index.asp (See his 101 Bible Secrets series;
specifically I referred from Secret Number 97, 98, 99). [Return to 24]
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pockets or fissures of hot magma. Water vapor gets pressurized and wants to move upwards just like the
water of the surface geyser Ole’ Faithful in Yellowstone National Park. There isn’t anyway that much
water could have disappeared underground.
There are some Christian groups who irrationally claim Mt. Everest in Noah’s day wasn’t a high
mountain and the ocean trenches were deeper! This is a lame attempt to lessen the height of the floods
water above sea level and its overall volume. This is a really crazy idea! It implies the crust of the Earth
had to have undergone a dramatic facelift after the flood. Luckily the shifting of the earth’s tectonic
plates is a very slow process. When the plates shift the earth quakes and sometimes new fissures or
cracks form creating new pathways for magma to create volcanoes. The ground moves but by mere
inches or even less per shift. Mount Everest was built up over millions of years and it is still slowly
inching upwards. Their scenario implies an unprecedented accelerated period of violent earthquakes,
tsunamis and volcanoes that it should have destroyed all complex surface life. Their catastrophic
solution is nonsense.
The flood water also couldn’t have evaporated and escaped into outer space! This is assured by earth’s
protective magnetic field which along with our planet’s gravity keeps most of our atmosphere including
its water vapor within the confines of our wonderful world. If all the water vapor rapidly escaped, then
so should have much of the upper atmosphere and the protective ozone layer. This could only occur in
the wake of the magnetic field turning off and this is extremely unlikely. However even then, it would
take hundreds of years [25] for all the water vapor to leak away; so you can forget about there having
been any dry land in Noah’s time. Eventually and in the very long haul, without the protection of the
magnetic field, deadly cosmic rays from our Sun and elsewhere would destroy all surface forms of life.
Here is the comment
about oceanic salinity I
alluded to earlier. There
are those who suggest
ocean water in Noah’s
day was fresh and this
is the reason why there
aren’t any worldwide
“salt signatures.”
However scientists
know our oceans have
been saline for millions
years. This is attested to
by the huge and very
old underground salt
deposits we discussed
earlier. There isn’t any
way the formerly saline
seas could have
changed by Noah’s day
Age of Sea Floor, the youngest areas are red, the oldest are blue.
just to have a
worldwide flood of fresh water. Nor is there any way the world’s ocean water acquired its present
salinity in the 4,360 years since the alleged flood. In fact we don’t have to go back as far as Ussher’s
date for the flood. Over two thousand years ago the Romans were harvesting sea salt using shore side
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Professor Jeremy Bloxham of Harvard University who studies the magnetosphere claims that if its cause were
somehow turned off today the field would stay active for perhaps 1500 years. [Return to 25]

pools and sun drying techniques. We also know there isn’t a single historical reference to Earth’s oceans
being fresh. The argument is a feeble attempt to explain missing salt signatures but it doesn’t carry any
water.
We also know the oceans have been here for a very long time. It’s difficult to precisely date them but we
can do so for the sea floor. The oldest date we have for some undersea area of crust is about 125 million
years. [26] Yet the oceans are much older since the process of plate tectonics slowly changes the sea
floor. The plates carrying the older floor slowly submerge into trenches and subduct under the earth
crust. Meanwhile along mid-oceanic ridges, lava emerges and creates new sea floor material. The crust
seems to get recycled as if it were slowly moving on a geological conveyor belt. Even though we
haven’t yet been able to directly date ocean water there is, as we will see later, microscopic evidence
that water has been on earth for over 4 billion years.
The salinity content of ocean water does vary. It is affected by such factors as melting of ice, inflow of
river water, rate of evaporation, rain, snowfall, wind, wave motion, and ocean currents that cause
horizontal and vertical mixing of the saltwater. [27] Over the last 50 years the higher latitude oceans
have become a little less saline while the tropical oceans have become more so. We now understand that
ocean salinity is directly linked to the ocean dynamics. It plays an important role in the climate system
due to its impact on sea water density. [28] It affects the operation of ocean currents, a key link that
affects climate. If Noah’s ocean had been fresh it would have had serious climatic impacts. It simply
wasn’t the case.
The average salinity of the oceans is 35 o/oo (parts per thousand), but concentrations as high as 40 o/oo
[29] are observed in the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf where the rate of evaporation is high. Salinities
are also much less than average in coastal waters, in the polar seas, and near the mouths of large rivers.
However sea water is always saline. Some 72 elements have been found in sea water, although 85% of
it consists of sodium and
chloride. The ocean is salty
because of the gradual
concentration of dissolved
chemicals eroded from the
Earth's crust and washed into
the seas by runoff but mainly
by rivers. There are also
contributions from solid and
gaseous ejections from
volcanoes and extraterrestrial
impacts. Air borne particles are brought down to the sea by rain and/or swept into the ocean from the
land by winds. Sea water over time also dissolves sediments deposited on the ocean floor.
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The symbol “o/oo” stands for “parts per thousand.” A salinity of 35 o/oo means 35 pounds of salt per 1,000
pounds of sea water. Similarly, a sodium concentration of 10 o/oo means 10 pounds of sodium per 1,000 pounds
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There are processes whereby salts and minerals are removed from the oceans. Some sea creatures
process sea water constituents to create calcium carbonate shells or opalline silica shells. These
eventually drop to the sea floor and can lock up these elements for millions of years. Sea sprays deposit
salt on coastal areas and evaporation can leave salt deposits on land called evaporites. Some of these, as
discussed earlier, are former dried seas and now very deep underground. Hydrothermal processes near
hot undersea vents can create huge stacks or plumes also made of sea water constituents. It is thought by
some scientists the input processes might be balanced by the removal processes, creating long term
stabilities. Some think the salinity of ocean water may have remained fairly stable over the last 700
million years. [30]
The source and fate of the water of Noah’s flood cannot be explained via natural processes. Since it
could not all go underground and very little could escape into outer space; most of it should have
remained on the surface. Our planet should still be a marine world with very little dry land. You can
forget about only 40 days and nights of rainfall since the planet would be locked into a state of perpetual
precipitation. Since much of the energy of the Sun would be absorbed by the water, our planet should
have long since entered into an Ice Age. It would be snowing … snowing, constantly. Luckily, I’m
writing this wearing a tee shirt. Today it is appropriately raining lightly in my Illinois town. I’m
privileged to live in a moderate climate zone in the northwest suburbs of Chicago along with millions of
contemporaries! Had Noah’s flood been a real event none of us would be here.

The Animal Parade & Problems on Board
Recall the genesis story when Noah is commanded to board pairs or sevens of animals from all over the
world into the ark. It would have been impossible for Noah and his sons to accomplish such a feat. They
would have needed hundreds if not thousands of years and a fleet of ships to sail all over the world to
fetch animals from North & South America, Africa, Australia, Antarctica etc. This is crazy. Some places
contain very unaccommodating terrains. It would be impossible to trap and cage two of each; and this is
just a start. There are thousands of species in the Amazon jungle alone. You have to go to Asia, India,
China, and the rest of the world and face all kinds of adversities. Given the huge amount of time
completing such a task requires they would have to have bred the captive animals. And in the end
Yahweh says you can only board a pair of most species, the sevens being the exception, on the ark. This
makes one wonder since many animals are carnivorous. What were they supposed to eat on the ark?
Also if these voyages took place, they were centuries before the Vikings, Columbus, Drake and Cook.
They would have had no idea which way to sail (even if they had sea faring ships). How did they
navigate? There isn’t anyway Noah and his family could have done it!
However there is a single line which says: “two of each kind will come to you to keep them alive,” (Gen.
6:20). Myths are marvelous since they can solve problems by appealing to all sorts of miracles. One
only has to write a dozen or so words. Imagine lines of animals “marching” two by two from all over the
world towards Noah’s ark building site. The story doesn’t encourage any reasonable questions. The
sevens are mentioned in this miracle but one could conclude the sevens mentioned later are pairs of
seven (Gen. 7:2 – 3). We aren’t told how some animals could have made it across oceans, deserts,
mountain ranges etc. There should have also been some animals that walked, crawled or slithered many
thousands of miles. What did they eat along the way to meet the enormous caloric demand? How fast
could some of these creatures move and how long were they on the march? It would have taken many of
them hundreds of times longer than their lifespan. This requires they ate, slept and reproduced over
numerous generations. All of this would have been required to simply get the animals to the ark site. The
whole story reads like an episode of “The Twilight Zone.”

“Ocean Chemical Processes,” Water Encyclopedia, http://www.waterencyclopedia.com/Mi-Oc/OceanChemical-Processes.html [Return to 30]
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People, especially locals would be seeing all kinds of unfamiliar creatures and it would have become a
huge spectacle or media event. Crowds would have followed them and everyone must have been
dumbfounded. Many animals fear humans and normally take to flight. Yet we must assume they simply
walked to the ark and were either unconcerned or oblivious to their on-lookers. If such miracles were
going on you would think there wouldn’t be many if any naysayers. Thousands of people would have
wanted a berth on board the ark of Noah, the magic man. However, there isn’t even a hint of any of this
in the Genesis account or any other biblical reference. How realistic is this? It’s another indication it was
simply a story that wasn’t very well thought out.
In any case, let’s assume all the animals were in the ark and look at some of the crew’s daily challenges.
The ark has to be seen as a floating zoo and the people had to face the problems modern zoo keeper s do.
I look after two large horses (plus many cats and three dogs). The amount of hay the horses eat in even a
month takes up a large outdoor shed packed to the ceiling. It's inconceivable how Noah and family had
enough space for the thousands of species of animals, different types of foods and enough fresh
water. Animals, like humans excrete daily. I have to shovel a large wheel barrel full of manure every
morning produced by just two horses and this is only from one overnight in the barn. They spend the rest
of most days out in the corral or pasture, where they also excrete. However horses also urinate and in the
barn every evening we put down wood shavings to absorb it. This constitutes part of the morning’s large
wheel barrow of waste. Noah’s team would have also needed ways to absorb and discard all of the urine
produced daily by the animals. This could have put another requirement on the ark’s storage. They also
couldn’t have had any pumped water or hoses to power spray and clean stalls.
On top of all of this you must feed and water all of the animals daily. When you look after animals there
isn’t any such thing as a vacation, somebody’s got to do what needs to be done, everyday! On days with
very turbulent seas the crew would have had greater difficulty moving around. Imagine thousands of
cages to attend and clean. Bacterial, fungi and viral infections could, no should, have broken out. Of
course they didn't have modern medicine to aid them in fighting the spread of diseases. Imagine all of
this work had to be done and there were only eight people aboard the ark; Noah, his wife and their three
sons and their wives (Gen. 7:13). It would have been impossible for such a small crew to meet the huge
demands.
We can only imagine their lighting problems. There were supposedly three stories or decks on the ark
and without lighting it would have been as dark as any cave. They didn’t have electrical generators and
lights. They would have had to rely on oil lamps and these burns with open flames and produce
poisonous carbon monoxide. Most of the ark would have
to have been left in the dark and perhaps only workers
carried lamps. In any case it adds to the fresh air
circulation problems. They also didn’t have forced air and
sheet metal ducts. The ark was supposedly water and thus
air tight, sealed with pitch, inside and out. The only door
mentioned was on the side of the ark and it was supposedly
closed by Yahweh himself after the last person boarded
(Gen. 6:16, 7:16). One must imagine he or those inside
also sealed it considering even some modern sea going
ferry boats that have sunk due to flaws in the sealing of
their main boarding doors.
The text says Noah opened the window on the top deck but only to let the birds out near the end of the
flood (Gen. 8:6). It leaves one wondering how they got enough air into the ark and how they shoveled
out waste. There is also an air conditioning problem. Large animals radiate a lot of heat and with so
many on-board the temperature must have soared. This also puts an additional demand on their limited
fresh water supply. Of course you can argue there were unmentioned upper deck windows/doors but in a

turbulent sea with waves shooting over head the ark could have taken on a lot of water. They didn’t have
modern pumping systems so people must have been busy working bucket brigades to deep the ark
afloat. In conclusion the ark must have been a large, hot, floating and slowly sinking and very stinky
zoo. It doesn’t appear to be very realistic.
Another huge problem, the pun is intended, relates to the size of the ark. It is said to be 350 cubits [31]
(450 feet) in length x 50 cubits (75 feet) in width x 40 cubits (60 feet) high. If such a ship was built in
any pre high-tech era it would have been one of the man-made wonders of all time. Its size rivals that of
some modern ocean liners. Modern ship builders say it's impossible (especially without steel
reinforcements) to build a wooden vessel that big that could hold together in a highly turbulent sea.
Some of these commentators are experienced in building wooden ocean going ships. You have to realize
the flood myth depicts more rainfall than any one has ever seen in history! It is the worst meteorological
event imaginable. That amount of rain would be accompanied by storms of unprecedented magnitude.
There must have been monster hurricanes; high velocity winds producing giant waves that would have
tossed the vessel around like a child does a rubber ducky in a bath tub. Even our modern ships would be
lucky to survive; there wouldn’t even be a cove to anchor in to wait out the storm. The ark should have
broken up and Noah, family and animals would have drowned shortly after the mighty flood picked up
steam!

Earth’s Water & the Most Recent Large Floods
We are still uncertain where Earth’s abundant water came from but
comets are highly suspected. These contain water and other
substances including rock. There have been few matches of
samples to the composition of our water. All water hasn’t been
created equal. It can differ in its isotopic ratio. Atoms and
molecules come in heavier versions referred to as isotopes. These
are essentially the same as their lightest versions but contain a little
more mass in the form of additional neutrons. Scientists can
analyze Earth’s sea water to get its isotopic ratio, that is, its
number of light to heavier molecules. This provides a finger print
or an identity that can be compared to water molecules from other
samples. Some are extra terrestrial samples, such as from comets
that originate from our solar system’s Kuiper Belt or the further
out Oort Cloud. Other samples contain water locked in minerals
and some are found on our planet. Scientists are working towards a
solution but some think our water could have had more than one
source. This is particularly significant since the water on our planet
has had ample time to mix so today’s isotopic ratio may not be
indicative of a single origin. It could be much more complex than
we can unravel by the simple analysis and comparison of
extraterrestrial samples to the water in our oceans and seas.
Scientist had found evidence of water in the oldest known terrestrial rock that date to an age of 4.4
billion years. This is the microscopic evidence I alluded to earlier. They probed a tiny grain of zircon
from Western Australia and found evidence it had interacted with water. Zircon is a mineral often used
to date rocks and this study has led to a re-think of earth’s early history. It indicates that lots of surface
or near surface water were on the planet even during very early times. The chief evidence suggests the
surface temperature had fallen to about 100º centigrade at least during the interval when the sample rock
A cubit is said to be about 18 inches, the length of a man’s arm from its elbow to the end of an out stretched
hand. [Return to 31]
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was formed, requiring a lot of early water. Of course the surface temperature could have later increased
but wherever our water came from there has been a lot of it on Earth for a very long time. [32]
The most recent large floods occurred at the end of the last Ice Age. It was during the great thaw
beginning about 20,000 years ago. It is estimated that some 60,000 trillion tons of water melted off the
ice covered land and flowed towards the seas. Some 9 million square miles (about 3 times the area of the
U.S.A.) around coastal areas around the world were flooded. One place was in the Middle East when the
land bridge that separates the Black Sea from the Mediterranean Sea was breached. Previously the Black
Sea had been a smaller fresh water lake. Scientists working underwater have even located the submerged
former beaches. Since the Mediterranean flowed into the Black Sea it became and still is a saline sea.
Some former land bridges are still submerged such as under the Bering Strait between Russia and
Alaska.
People were alive and struggling in this time frame. The memory of such floods could have resulted in
many myths that have been orally passed on from generation to generation. After all, the world is chock
full of flood myths. A famous one is the flood tale recounted in the Mesopotamian Epic of Gilgamesh.
We read it on Tablet XI of the original XII tablets but it was adapted from the earlier Atrahasis Epic.
Both are written in Akkadian, the language of ancient Babylon. Atrahasis is one of three surviving
Babylonian deluge myths. The flood account in the Epic of Gilgamesh closely follows the version in the
earlier Atrahasis Epic but contains some clear edits. A primary new feature in Gilgamesh is the flood
becomes a sea while in Atrahasis it is a river. In Atrahasis the gods are depicted as being human-like.
They display emotions such as grief and feel hunger and in one line thirst for beer. In the Gilgamesh
version such portrayals are weakened or at times omitted. [33] It does serve to illustrate how an original
myth can be morphed or changed by subsequent editors/writers. It is just the kind of thing attested to by
the dualities in the version of Noah’s flood that we have in the Bible.
Comparative studies show the later Mesopotamian flood story has many parallels to Noah’s flood. Here
is a list of the main similarities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Both floods occur in the Mesopotamian plain.
Both protagonists are told to build boats to survive the flood.
Both are told to save themselves, family, and some animals.
Both boats were sealed with tar.
Both boats came to rest on mountain tops.
In each account birds were released to test for dry land.
At the end, both heroes offer sacrifices.

Those who argue for the uniqueness and special inspiration of the biblical story down play the
similarities and make much more out of the differences in the accounts. [34] However the Israelites, as
we’ve seen were captives in Babylon, which was later taken over by the Persians. No doubt they were
influenced by the culture of their overlords. The similarities in the flood myths appear to be a smoking
gun, and it isn’t difficult to see why most scholars think the Mesopotamian versions influenced the
biblical account.
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Whatever the case, Noah’s worldwide flood is certainly not a historical account of real events. The story
if real should have left remnants of a very recent mass extinction. There have been about five of them in
the long history of our planet as is depicted in fossil and other evidence within the geological record.
The flood would have caused one of the most complete worldwide mass extinction events ever and it
supposedly occurred only about 4,360 years ago. Where are the skeletal remains or imprints of the
thousands of people, animals and plants that supposedly died suddenly in this time frame? So many land
plants species should have perished (under a saline ocean 5½ miles deep) it poses a problem. [35] Where
did all of the world’s current vegetation come from? Even if the survivors tried to plant seeds the world,
at best and mainly is a saline, water-drenched marsh that couldn’t have sustained large scale agriculture.
There should have been huge gaps in the food chain due to the damaged biosphere. Here are some
blatant examples. What of the thousands of species of insects and many are vital for plant pollination?
There isn’t any mention of the little critters in the account. What about the extinction of thousands of
species of microbes? Some are hardy and can survive flood conditions but many could not. The
biological chain sits on top of the microbial platform. Imagine the spin-off problems. The decimation of
the planet’s flora also cuts off the oxygen supply. Plants intake carbon dioxide (CO 2), and out-put
oxygen (O2). This process is vital to supply the oxygen required by air-breathing creatures. No doubt it
would take much time to delete the atmospheric supply but once the plants are gone so goes the source.
The small planters the survivors
might have cultivated would not have
made any significant difference.
However, the oxygen problem
wouldn’t have even entered their
minds. The most pertinent thing
would have been thirst and starvation
for humans and the animals that
apparently scattered. Of course they
could have collected and drank
rainwater both as it fell and also
pooled but food wouldn’t be easy to
find. The herbivorous animals
wouldn’t find a scrap to eat but the
carnivorous ones might succeed in eating some of them. Here is a funny thought. What if soon after the
animals left the ark, a lion ate a female pig? The lone male might survive for a while before it starved to
death but there shouldn’t be any pigs on earth. Think about all of the possibilities and ramifications.
After that … there’s only one reasonable conclusion … if Noah’s flood were real, we should not be
here!

Grand Deceptions
Some fooled people think we should find human remains with those of dinosaurs; as if they were
contemporaries who perished in the flood. Surprisingly there are some fundamentalist groups that teach
that Noah loaded dinosaurs along with the other animals onto the ark. Yea right! There were hundreds
of dinosaur species and many weren’t even contemporaries. Who can believe this? Some groups actually
go to Africa and listen to tribal tales of sightings of monsters. Of course there isn’t any physical
If you aren’t convinced take almost any land plant you want. Make sure it’s healthy and put it in a planter and
submerge it for 314 days. And oh … yes, don’t forget to add salt to the water but of course you cannot replicate
the incredible pressure of a depth of 5-1/2 miles of water. Land plants couldn’t survive the pressure but also
cannot “breathe.” You’ve cut them off from carbon dioxide and off course they get water logged and soon
become mushy, dead.
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evidence but they go off into the jungles earnestly searching. Maybe they are looking for Fred
Flintstone, Barney Rubble and Dino?
Other groups even go on field trips to the Mountains of Ararat and other places looking for the relic of
Noah’s ark. There is also the fairly well publicized so-called “Ararat anomaly” that is high up on a
mountain. People haven’t visited the site due to the extreme conditions so it has only been viewed and
photographed from airplanes and even a NASA satellite. It’s merely an unknown dark figure or shadow
viewed and photographed from afar that has some people imagining it’s the remains of Noah’s ark. This
is some what akin to seeing faces in clouds while laying on the grass and looking sky-wards on a warm
summer’s day.
Other true believers re-interpret the geological evidence such as in the exposed strata of the Grand
Canyon. This is the one of the most prized land forms studied by geologists and even by flood pseudogeologists. The later group tries to convince people the awesome canyon was the result of a single grand
flood, Noah’s. The Colorado River makes twists and turns; it arcs and even practically circles at one
point. Get this … the flood has to lay down the strata before its aftermath even digs the gorge! The
shape and pattern of the canyon is not conducive to having been carved by a massive flood. Such an
event should have left if anything a very shallow and much straighter gorge. If the strata were laid down
by the flood it should have left a mishmash of different fossils. There aren’t any human and mammalian
bones, for example, mixed throughout the strata. In fact these are completely absent and it leads one to
ask why that is? Geologists know the youngest level in the canyon is the Triassic and it predates the
arrival of primates by about 200 million years.
The smallest and lightest fossils were found in the lowest or oldest layer while larger and heavier ones
appear in higher up or younger ones. This is referred to as the pre-Cambrian stratum. This level even
disturbed Charles Darwin and others in the 19 th century. The next level (the Cambrian) contains
numerous marine fossils of a great diversity. This is evidence of what is referred to as the Cambrian
explosion, an ancient time of prolific diversity in marine life. The problem in Darwin’s mind is he
expected tinier and simpler fossils to be in the pre-Cambrian level. These were later found with the aid
of powerful microscopes; they are there just as expected! This is opposite of what we should see since in
flood laden scenarios. Heavier, denser things should be at the bottom since they are less affected by
water’s buoyancy and currents. Surely
the flood style of fossil distribution
should also be found in many places
around the world; but it isn’t. Why is
that? The answer is there wasn’t a
worldwide flood some 4,360 years ago.
Who are these people kidding?
The overall fossil record also shows
increasing complexity as you move
from older levels to the younger ones.
Further materials dumped by a single
flood, as we’ve seen, should have mixed
up the sequence in different places
around the world. [36] We don’t see
this, instead the fossil sequence in
sedimentary rocks (where fossil are
Kher, Suvrat, “Reporting on a Revolution: Geology, Evolution and a Changing Planet,” March 11, 2008,
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mostly found) in the Grand Canyon is in agreement with those found in other strata all over the world.
Keep in mind, the entire known strata are not seen in the Grand Canyon, but the missing ones are found
in other locations.
There are several other problems. The Grand Canyon is one of the natural wonders of the world, a very
unique formation. If a single flood created it why aren’t there others nearby on the same Colorado
plateau? There are other canyons and gorges around the world but why aren’t there others comparable to
the Grand Canyon? Surely the flood wasn’t so much more powerful in just one place! Also, if a single
flood did all of that massive carving and moved millions of tons of rock and debris in a very short span
of time; where did it all go? The bulldozer has to drop its load somewhere and there weren’t any
monster dump trucks that wheeled it to some distant and hidden dump. We should see several dams or
mountains of debris but we haven’t found anything like that! Flood geology is very difficult to believe.
There is also a problem in explaining the appearance of demarked and distinctively colored layers being
stacked, one on top of another. This is the previously mentioned strata. Noah’s flood had to have created
a worldwide ocean and the planet’s crust became the ocean’s floor. It would be during this time that
particles and other things “rained” down and settled on the bottom. Most turbulent floods produce a
mishmash of things. It is only in unusual circumstances that some rather thin layers form but this is not
what we see. The canyon predominantly consists of numerous distinctive sequential layers of varying
thicknesses.
Some flood geologists do experiments with various mixing machines. They aim to show how the
world’s layers of sedimentary rock were laid down during the flood in processes called hydrological
sorting and liquefaction. They use powered motors and mixers in tanks to mix water and fine sands. This
creates something of centrifugal-like churn and does result in some layering of different colored sand.
One problem that has to be overlooked is due to its very small comparative scale; the experiments are
without animal carcasses etc. floating about the mire. I’m not convinced that such a process could have
laid down what we really see in the world’s sedimentary rocks. How do you get this kind of underwater
turbulence to occur more or less simultaneously all over Noah’s 5 ½ miles deep worldwide ocean?
Flood geologists claim there were earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis during the flood and these
churned the worldwide sea. [37] However, none of these are mentioned in the Noah myth.
Even if you appeal to earthquakes to provide the
energy to do the sorting you only have at most
about a year before the flood subsides. Of course
much depends on which of the confusing time
frames in the myth you appeal to. In any case all
of the machines they use in their experiments
work to create a smooth or uniform motion.
There would have to have been hundreds of
undersea earthquakes to churn up the debris in a
worldwide very deep ocean. The giant waves
should have sunk Noah’s ark but this is only the
beginning of problems. The earthquakes would
also have to act in harmony otherwise the
water/debris push from one could upset that of
another. Such a symphony amongst undersea earthquakes is impossible. There is also the problem of
having to form multiple layers in succession. Random earthquakes should have broken up much of the
earlier layers. Also that amount of earthquake activity is unprecedented in human times and should have
“Flood Geology,” CreationWiki Encyclopedia of Creation Science, http://creationwiki.org/Flood_geology
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left the world uninhabitable. Even if the water subsided, what would be left of our planet? It would be a
barren rock with a pulverized surface that could not even support Noah’s family and the small number
of animals. Once again the solution causes more problems than it solves.
Even if we overlook the problems of forming the layers in the strata; how was each layer cemented into
sedimentary rock in such a short time? This is especially problematic due to the erratic appearance of
some portions of strata in different parts of the world. There are some that are very twisted and snaked,
sometimes making steep angles up hill. This is often seen in what is called metamorphic rock which
consists of former sedimentary or igneous rock that had been pressurized and heated deep underground
and eventually resurfaced. This is a process that takes millions of years. Yet flood geologists would have
us believe that all of this and much more quickly occurred in the short time span of their alleged flood.
They try to convince us that somehow billions of tons of wet sand and stones were rapidly lifted and
heaved in one piece and in some cases twisted to look pretzel-like! How could the layers have remained
in tact? All of this without any underwater fast acting crazy glue! Why are none of these things
manifesting today in violent short-lived floods? It’s because the processes they describe are nonsense.
Geologists tell us the strata of the canyon consist of an exposed
geological section of rocks ranging in age from 200 million years
to about 2 billion years. They say these and other ancient strata
were formed as sediments, including the remains of life which
became fossilized, at the bottom of seas and oceans. An area
often begins to rise due to tectonic pressures and the seas
gradually dry out. The layers are compressed and hardened i.e.
lithified over time via natural cementing agents and it becomes
sedimentary rock of different types depending on their make-up.
Given more time these layers can be slowly moved again and up-heaved by pressures created by other
interactions of Earth’s tectonic plates, accompanied by earthquakes. There are places in the world where
older layers have been thrust up and over younger ones and such formations are referred to as “thrust
faults.”
The actual carving of the canyon began some 6 to 17 million years ago depending on how one interprets
the formation of minerals in low level caves. The dating of those minerals gives us the later date but
much depends on whether ground or river water carved the oldest ones. [38] In any case the Grand
Canyon was formed due to the overall land rising while ancient rivers, including the Colorado River,
gradually carved down into the surface. Meanwhile the weathering effect of rain, wind and temperature
fluctuations also wore down and broke up rock and caused land slides. As the rivers slowly eroded the
bedrock there were times of massive flash floods. In these events even large rocks moved swiftly in the
rapids and crashed into things. It swiftly moved debris and accelerated the digging out of the canyon.
Times of rapid freezing and thawing also aided in breaking up rocks and other materials. Over
geological time the rivers changed directions and snaked around larger areas and moved a wide area of
material that is now the canyon. The rock and debris was gradually washed down stream broken down
and distributed over large areas. The true believers insist their imagined flood over a very short period of
time rapidly carved the huge canyon but there isn’t any evidence that such a bizarre thing ever
happened.

After Word
There is much more I could have added to this essay but interested readers can check out my suggested
website list. I also decided to save some material for a future essay, “The Young Earth Deception.” This
will include radiometric dating, fossil evidence, tree ring dating, varves, the gradual movement of
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islands, lava flows, the carving of river beds and the recession of the cliffs of great waterfalls like
Niagara Falls, mountain building, the drifting of continents and the spreading of under-ocean sea floors,
underground salt deposits, the evidence of past ice ages, ice core testing from glaciers and so much
more. Yes, the true believers and so-called creation scientists mistakenly think our planet is only some
thousands of years old while there is ample evidence that it is about 4.6 billion years old. In any case
people are free to believe whatever they like, even to the point of stupidity.
The evidence presented in this essay shows beyond a reasonable doubt, the account of the biblical flood
is a myth. The flood stories in Genesis were probably the work of an editor/writer who drew upon and
blended material from at least two earlier sources. If it’s taken at face value it doesn’t make sense but it
is still entertaining fiction of some historical interest.
Here is a list of great websites that also deal with flood pseudo-geology. There are also others:
http://www.chem.tufts.edu/science/FrankSteiger/elders-flood-report.htm & http://www.talkorigins.org/
& http://www.creationtheory.org/Arguments/Hartman-6.xhtml &
http://www.wcg.org/lit/booklets/science/hayward8.htm & http://www.jwoolfden.com/rad_dat.html
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